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Interacting fermions on the half-filled honeycomb lattice with short-range repulsions have been
suggested to host a variety of interesting many-body ground states, e.g., a topological Mott insula-
tor. A number of recent studies of the spinless case in terms of exact diagonalization, the infinite
density matrix renormalization group and the functional renormalization group, however, indicate
a suppression of the topological Mott insulating phase in the whole range of interaction parameters.
Here, we complement the previous studies by investigating the quantum many-body instabilities of
the physically relevant case of spin-1/2 fermions with onsite, nearest-neighbor and second-nearest-
neighbor repulsion. To this end, we employ the multi-patch functional renormalization group for
correlated fermions with refined momentum resolution observing the emergence of an antiferro-
magnetic spin-density wave and a charge-density wave for dominating onsite and nearest-neighbor
repulsions, respectively. For dominating second-nearest neighbor interaction our results favor an
ordering tendency towards a charge-modulated ground state over the topological Mott insulating
state. The latter evades a stabilization as the leading instability by the additional onsite interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years the field of topological states of mat-
ter has been subject to stunning progress following the
theoretical prediction1 and experimental observation2 of
topological insulators. A paradigmatic role within this
field is played by the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH)
state in the Haldane model3 – a model of non-interacting
spinless fermions on the half-filled honeycomb lattice giv-
ing rise to a quantized Hall conductivity at zero field.
This model requires an intricate magnetic flux pattern
as provided by a complex second-nearest neighbor hop-
ping amplitude t′ averaging to zero over the unit cell and
breaking time-reversal symmetry.
Later, Raghu et al.4 and further mean-field studies5–7
suggested that the QAH state of spinless fermions on the
honeycomb lattice can in principle also be obtained dy-
namically from a large repulsive second-nearest neighbor
density-density interaction V2 as mean-field decoupling of
this term generates a ground-state solution with an effec-
tive complex second-nearest neighbor hopping t′. Recent
elaborate studies in terms of exact diagonalization8–11,
infinite density matrix renormalization group12 have ad-
dressed the stability of the QAH ground state upon inclu-
sion of quantum fluctuations. These studies have found
an intricate competition of various phases in the plane of
nearest- and second-nearest-neighbor interactions includ-
ing, e.g., a conventional charge density wave state and a
Kekule´ dimerization pattern9,11,12. In the regime where
the topological Mott insulating QAH state was expected,
a charge-modulated (CM) density wave phase has been
found to be the ground state in Refs. 8–12. The QAH
state, on the other hand, is completely expelled from the
quantum phase diagram. Note, that numerical evidence
for the persistence of the QAH state has been presented
in Ref. 13. Further support for the scenario where the
QAH is suppressed in the model’s phase diagram has
been contributed by means of the functional renormal-
ization group within a high-definition resolution of the
momentum dependence of the interaction vertex in our
Ref. 14.
By now, the spinless model has been investigated in
great detail by analytical and numerically exact methods.
At the same time, the physically relevant spin-1/2 case
remained elusive to studies operating at the same level
of accuracy which can be attributed to the great amount
of numerical effort that would be required, e.g. by exact
diagonalization techniques. Further, in the spinless as
well as in the spin-1/2 case, an analysis of the problem
by means of quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) approaches
is typically inhibited by the fermion sign problem. On
the other hand, recent QMC studies15 have also taken
into account non-local density-density interactions on the
honeycomb lattice, however, a definite statement about
the quantum many-body ground state in the presence of
sizable second-nearest neighbor interactions is hindered
by limitations on the accessible parameter range.
In the spin-1/2 case, a cousin of the QAH state on the
honeycomb – the quantum spin Hall state – emerges from
an intrinsic spin-orbit coupling as suggested by Kane and
Mele16 in the context of a graphene model. The QSH
basically corresponds to two copies of the Haldane model
with opposite chirality for the two spin projections and is
symmetric under time reversal. Also here, a next-nearest
neighbor repulsion V2 was argued to potentially trigger
a phase transition towards the topologically non-trivial
QSH state4. A qualitative difference to the spinless case,
however, is the possibility of a local interaction term, i.e.,
the onsite repulsion U , that can in principle affect the
balance of the different fluctuations in the particle-hole
channel.
In this work, we address the role of the QSH state in
the phase diagram of spin-1/2 fermions on the half-filled
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2honeycomb lattice, and in particular, whether the onsite
repulsion can drive an instability towards the QSH state
through the additional energy penalty of charge imbal-
ance throughout the lattice, as it occurs in the CM state.
To that end, we implement the refined multi-patch RG
scheme as established in Ref. 14 for the spinless case
where it supported the absence of a topological QAH
state in the phase diagram. We find that the unbiased in-
clusion of fermionic fluctuations of the spin-1/2 fermions
exhibits a CM density wave phase with finite wavevector
transfer as the leading instability for interaction strength
V2 larger than some critical value V2,c depending on the
values of onsite and the nearest neighbor interactions.
The QSH state never is found to be the leading insta-
bility in the range of interaction parameters where we
consider our weak-coupling approach reliable.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the Hamiltonian for the extended Hubbard-model
for spin-1/2 fermions on the half-filled honeycomb lattice
with short-ranged repulsions. In Sec. III, we present es-
sentials of the fRG method and discuss the multi-patch
scheme employed to analyze the leading instabilities of
the model. Further, we discuss the convergence of the
results with increasing momentum resolution at the ex-
ample of the critical onsite interaction strength Uc for
the quantum phase transition between the semi-metallic
state and the antiferromagnetic spin-density-wave state.
Sec. IV is then devoted to an analysis of the quantum
many-body instabilities of the model within our fRG ap-
proach. First, we study an exclusive V2 interaction term
to compare to the spinless situation. Then, we also in-
clude onsite and neares-neighbor interactions, U and V1,
respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. V and some
technicalities on the functional renormalization group ap-
proach can be found in the appendices.
II. MODEL
We study spin-1/2 fermions on the half-filled honey-
comb lattice with short-ranged density-density interac-
tion terms. The Hamiltonian is composed of a single-
particle hopping term H0 and an interaction contribu-
tion Hint,
H =H0 +Hint , (1)
where H0 is a tight-binding Hamiltonian
H0 = −t ∑⟨i,j⟩,σ (c†i,A,σcj,B,σ + h.c.) , (2)
with hopping amplitude t to the nearest-neighbors
δ⃗1, δ⃗2, δ⃗3 of the hexagonal Bravais lattice with a two-
atomic basis labelled by the sublattice index o ∈ {A,B},
cf. Fig. 1. The operator c†i,o,σ creates an electron at lattice
site i in the sublattice o with spin projection σ ∈ {↑, ↓}.
Diagonalization of H0 gives rise to the formation of a
spin-degenerate valence and conduction band, touching
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FIG. 1: Left panel: Lattice structure in real space. The two
different sublattices A and B are indicated by empty and filled
circles, respectively, connected by the nearest-neighbor vec-
tors δ⃗1, δ⃗2, δ⃗3. The second-nearest-neighbor vectors are given
by ∆⃗1, ∆⃗2, ∆⃗3 and the bond dimerization corresponding to
the QAH and QSH ordering patterns is indicated by χij , see
for example Ref. 4 for a discussion of the mean-field order-
parameters. Right panel: Nearest-neighbor hopping on the
honeycomb lattice provides the depicted energy dispersion
with the conduction (blue) and the valence band (red) touch-
ing linearly at the K,K ′ points at the Fermi level.
linearly and isotropically at the K,K ′ points of the Bril-
louin zone (BZ). At half-filling, the Fermi surface shrinks
to the two Dirac points situated at K,K ′. Here, the
single-particle density of states vanishes linearly resulting
in a semi-metallic behavior of the non-interacting system,
Eq. (2), which is robust against spontaneous symmetry
breaking induced by weak interactions.
For the interaction part Hint, onsite, nearest-neighbor
and second-nearest-neighbor repulsions are taken into ac-
count,
Hint = U∑
i,o
ni,o,↑ni,o,↓ + V1 ∑⟨i,j⟩,
σ,σ′
ni,A,σnj,B,σ′
+ V2 ∑⟪i,j⟫,
o,σ,σ′
ni,o,σnj,o,σ′ , (3)
where ni,o,σ = c†i,o,σci,o,σ represents the local electron
density operator and the sums ∑⟨i,j⟩ and ∑⟪i,j⟫ run over
nearest neighbors and second-nearest neighbors, respec-
tively. Each pair is counted only once. Resulting from
the inclusion of these short-ranged repulsions, quantum
phase transitions towards different kinds of ordered states
occur when the interaction parameters U,V1, V2, ... ex-
ceed critical values, a subject that has been addressed
previously by many different methods17–22. For exam-
ple, sizeable pure onsite interactions typically trigger a
phase transition towards a fully gapped antiferromag-
netic spin-density wave (SDW) state23–25 whereas a dom-
inating nearest-neighbor repulsion V1 supports the for-
mation of a charge-density wave (CDW)18,20,26,27. The
effect of the second-nearest neighbor interaction V2 is less
well-understood even in the absence of other interaction
terms. Mean-field calculations4–7 suggested the emer-
gence of an interaction-driven topologically non-trivial
quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) state in the spinless case
and a time-reversal symmetric quantum spin Hall (QSH)
state4 in the case of spin 1/2. More recent numerical
3and analytical studies8–12,14 for the spinless case, how-
ever, have found a suppression of the QAH in favor for
a charge-modulated (CM) density wave phase with finite
wavevector transfer K⃗ − K⃗ ′. Here, for the case of spin-
1/2 fermions, we shall thoroughly investigate the fate of
the QSH and CM states upon inclusion of the onsite and
nearest-neighbor interactions U and V1.
III. FUNCTIONAL RENORMALIZATION
We investigate the quantum many-body instabilities
of the model (1) by means of the functional renormal-
ization group (fRG) approach28 for the one-particle ir-
reducible vertices of a correlated fermion systems, see
Refs. 29,30 for recent reviews. The multi-patch fRG
scheme employed here allows for an unbiased identifica-
tion of the leading instabilities in the presence of com-
peting correlations31–34 by successively integrating out
fermion degrees of freedom starting from an initial en-
ergy scale Λ0 corresponding to the bandwidth down to
the infrared Λ → 0. We now set up the fRG approach in
a nutshell and give more details in App. A.
Consider the fermionic action corresponding to the
model Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), given by
S[ψ¯, ψ] = −(ψ¯,G−10 ψ) + V [ψ¯, ψ] . (4)
The first term is the quadratic part with the free prop-
agator G0(ωn,k, b) = 1/(iωn − b(k)) including Matsub-
ara frequency ωn and wavevector k. Here, we work in
the band basis providing diagonalization of the quadratic
part of the Hamiltonian H0 with single-particle energies
b(k) and band index b. The fermionic propagator is di-
agonal with respect to the spin quantum number. The in-
teraction term V [ψ¯, ψ] in Eq. (4) is quartic in the fermion
fields and can be inferred from the interaction part of the
Hamiltonian, Eq. (3) by introducing Grassmann fields for
the operators and transforming to the band basis in line
with the diagonalization of H0. This adds a non-trivial
momentum dependence to the coupling function.
In the fRG, the bare propagator is regularized by an
infrared momentum cutoff, with energy scale Λ,
G0(ωn,k, b)→ GΛ0 (ωn,k, b) = θΛε (b(k))iωn − b(k) . (5)
Here θΛε is a smoothened step function with softening
length ε cutting off modes with energies ∣b(k)∣ ≲ Λ.
The modified propagator GΛ0 is then used to set up the
functional integral representation for the effective action
ΓΛ, which is now scale dependent and generates the one-
particle irreducible vertex functions Γ(2i)Λ. The RG flow
is generated upon variation of Λ generating a hierarchy
of flowing vertex functions and integration towards the
infrared Λ → 0 reproduces the full effective action Γ, see
Apps. A and B. For our analysis we use a standard trun-
cation that has proven to be suitable for analyzing in-
stabilities in two-dimensional correlated fermion systems.
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FIG. 2: Left panel: Sketch of the BZ with patches and patch
points with Na = 4 and Nr = 4. Right panel: Numbering of
angular and radial patches according to the patching scheme.
In this truncation the flow of all n-point functions with
n ≥ 6 and also self-energy feedback are neglected. This
amounts to following the RG-scale dependence of the ef-
fective interaction vertex V Λ which carries a multi-index
k gathering Matsubara frequencies ω as well as wavevec-
tors k and the band index b. As the most singular part of
this quantity comes from the zero Matsubara frequency
and we are interested in instabilities, we will also neglect
the frequency dependence in the following. Then, the
flow equation of the effective interaction vertex V Λ reads
d
dΛ
V Λ = φpp + φph,d + φph,cr . (6)
with a contribution φpp from the particle-particle loop,
the direct particle-hole loop φph,d and the crossed
particle-hole loop φph,cr. All these contributions are bi-
linears in the scale-dependent vertex function V Λ and
include a loop-momentum integration. We give explicit
expressions for the flow equation in App. C.
A. Multi-patch scheme & momentum resolution
The wavevector dependence of the interaction ver-
tex is approximated in a multi-patch scheme. To this
end, the Brillouin zone (BZ) is divided into N patches
and each patch is equipped with a representative patch
point, see Fig. 2 for a pictorial representation. Then,
a given wavevector k is projected onto its closest patch
point pi(k). The patching discretization implemented in
this work is shown in Fig. 2. A single patch is com-
posed of all the wavevectors having the smallest dis-
tance to the corresponding representative patch point.
We then solve Eq. (6) for the projected vertex func-
tion V Λ(pi(k1), pi(k2), pi(k3), pi(k4)) which additionally
depends on the band indices bi of the external legs of
the four-fermion vertex. The fourth wavevector is de-
termined by momentum conservation and is subject to
an approximation in our scheme by allocating it to its
closest patch point.
For the half-filled honeycomb lattice, the Fermi level
is located at the K,K ′ points where the density of states
vanishes linearly. For the unbiased determination of the
4instabilities of this model, we have therefore extended
the conventional Fermi-surface patching scheme by a re-
fined momentum resolution of the Brillouin zone which
additionally resolves momentum dependencies away from
the Fermi level, cf. Fig. 2. To this end, the patching
scheme employed here takes into account several patch
rings around the K,K ′ points, following Ref. 14. In the
vertex function V Λ, each independent momentum argu-
ment can then take NcNaNrNb values, where Nc = 6 is
the number of corners of the Brillouin zone, Na is the
number of angular patches in one corner of the Brillouin
zone, Nr of patch rings around the K,K
′ points and
Nb = 2 is the number of energy bands. Therefore, the
flow Eq. (6) has to be solved for a vertex function with(NcNaNrNb)3Nb components where the fourth band in-
dex is not fixed by momentum conservation.
To evaluate the flow equation, we implement the ini-
tial condition V Λ0 set at scale Λ0 which is given by the
two-particle interaction in the bare action, Eq. (4). The
flow equations are integrated out numerically by decreas-
ing the cutoff scale Λ. In flows where the initial inter-
actions V Λ0 are large enough, some components of the
effective interaction vertex grow large and diverge at a
critical scale Λc > 0 indicating a quantum many-body in-
stability. In practice, the flow has to be stopped at a
scale Λ∗ > Λc. Such a divergence hints at an instability
towards a symmetry-broken ground state by a flow to
strong coupling and tells us in which channel the lead-
ing ordering tendency occurs. Further, we obtain a pro-
nounced momentum structure of the vertex function V Λ
near the critical scale which is used to extract an effective
Hamiltonian for the low-energy degrees of freedom and
to determine the leading order parameter.
We note that for the half-filled honeycomb lattice our
previous study14 has shown that an insufficient wavevec-
tor resolution of the Brillouin zone can have an influence
on the leading instability which is found as a result of the
renormalization group flow, see also Refs. 36–39. In par-
ticular, for the half-filled single-layer honeycomb lattice,
this affects the competition between charge-modulated
density wave states and the topological Mott insulator.
Here, as in Ref. 14, we overcome this shortcoming by em-
ploying the enhanced wavevector resolution of the Bril-
louin zone, cf. Fig. 2. An alternative approach to this
problem in terms of the Truncated Unity fRG scheme is
presented in Refs. 40,41.
An alternative regularization scheme in terms of the
temperature flow35 is briefly discussed in App. D. We
have cross-checked our results with respect to their sen-
sitivity of the cutoff scheme by evaluating both the mo-
mentum and the temperature cutoff and find that our
qualitative predictions on the leading instabilities of the
extended Hubbard model on the half-filled honeycomb
lattice do not depend on the choice of the cutoff.
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FIG. 3: Critical interaction strength Uc as a function of the
number of patch rings. Na and Nr denote the number of
angular and radial patches, respectively. We observe a smooth
convergence in the value for Uc for Na = 6. In the following
instability analysis we therefore use a patching resolution with
Ntot = 6NaNr = 144.
IV. ANALYSIS OF INSTABILITIES
Studies of spinless fermions on the half-filled honey-
comb lattice with non-local density-density interactions
have revealed a competition between various ordering
tendencies depending on the relative size of the differ-
ent interaction parameters V1 and V2. Especially, it has
been reported that the suggested topological Mott in-
sulator state is destabilized upon inclusion of quantum
fluctuations. These findings are supported by our recent
study within the multi-patch scheme with the refined mo-
mentum resolution of the vicinity of the Dirac points, as
introduced above. In the case of spin-1/2 fermions, the
onsite term U adds another source for driving interaction-
induced ground states which affects the balance of quan-
tum fluctuations in the phase diagram. While U will
primarily drive an antiferromagnetic spin-density wave
instability, that is in itself detrimental to the formation
of a time-reversal invariant QSH state, it might at the
same time suppress charge-ordering tendencies, thus giv-
ing way to other momentum structures in the renormal-
ization of the interaction vertex. For this case, however,
there are no calculations for the phase diagram operat-
ing at a similar level of reliability as, e.g., the exact di-
agonalization results due to numerical limitations. Here,
we intend to fill this gap by presenting a high-definition
multi-patch RG study of this issue which, despite its ap-
proximations, has shown to provide results in agreement
with exact methods in large parts of the phase diagram.
Therefore, we map the appearing instabilities for a range
of the coupling parameters U,V1, V2 in units of the hop-
ping amplitude t with U,V1, V2 ∈ [0,3t] which allows to
draw tentative phase diagrams of the model.
5A. Antiferromagnetic spin-density wave instability
The half-filled Hubbard model on the honeycomb lat-
tice, Eq. (1), with V1 = V2 = 0 exhibits an instability
towards an antiferromagnetic spin-density wave (SDW)
state for onsite interactions U ≥ Uc . For smaller values
of U < Uc, the system is in the semi-metallic (SM) phase
and does not exhibit any signs of a flow to strong cou-
pling. We study the dependence of the critical interaction
strength Uc/t as a function of the momentum resolution
of the patching scheme, cf. Fig. 3. Therefore, we sep-
arately vary the number of angular and radial patches,
Na and Nr, respectively, and identify the corresponding
critical onsite interaction Uc(Na,Nr)/t for the instabil-
ity. For all combinations of (Na,Nr) and large enough
U/t, we observe a clear instability towards an antiferro-
magnetic SDW with a sharply structured leading part
of the vertex function in wavevector space which can be
cast into the effective Hamiltonian
H∗AF = − 1N ∑o,o′ Voo′oo′Soq=0 ⋅ So′q=0 , (7)
where we have introduced Voo′ > 0, a = +1, b = −1 and
the Fourier transformed spin-1/2 operator is given by
Soq = 12 ∑k,σ,σ′ σσσ′c†k+q,o,σck,o,σ′ . Mean-field decoupling
of H∗AF yields antiferromagnetic spin alignment on the
real space lattice.
We observe that for fixed Na the inclusion of more than
one patch ring, Nr > 1, increases the value for the critical
onsite interaction Uc by about 10%. Further, for a num-
ber of angular patches of Na = 6 we obtain a smoothly
converging Uc(6,Nr) as Nr is increased. The converged
value of Uc ≈ Uc(6,4) ≈ 2.8 t is reached at Nr = 4 and a
higher Nr does not induce further shifts in Uc. There-
fore, the following analysis of instabilities with local and
non-local interaction terms is carried out in the patch-
ing scheme with (Na,Nr) = (6,4) which is a trade-off
between the accuracy of the momentum resolution and
numerical cost. In total this amounts to a momentum
resolution of the BZ in 6NaNr = 144 patches.
Finally, we note that the numerical convergence we
have discussed here exclusively refers to the conver-
gence within the specified truncation and approximation
scheme. For the case of a pure onsite interaction U the
numerically exact value23–25 for the quantum phase tran-
sition lies at Uc,num ≈ 3.8 t. This is considerably larger
than our multi-patch fRG value of Uc,fRG ≈ 2.8 t and
hints towards an overestimation of fermionic fluctuation
effects or the neglect of the fluctuations from collective
degrees of freedom within our approach. Recently, a re-
lated high-performance fRG implementation – the trun-
cated unity fRG (TUfRG)40 – which operates at the same
level of approximation to the flow of the vertex function
has reported41 a value of Uc,TUfRG ≈ 3.5 t. This is con-
siderably higher than our value and can be attributed to
heavily increased momentum resolution of the exchange
propagators in the TUfRG and suggests a sizeable sen-
5
momentum resolution of he exchange prop gators in the
TUfRG making use of a large number of multi-core CPUs
in the numerical calculations and suggests a sizeable sen-
sitivity of uantitative results to th momentum resolu-
tion. Fo our present purpos s, we ther fore consider the
multi-patch fRG as a form dable tool to qualitatively de-
tect the leading in tability of a correlated fermion system
in an unbiased way as it treats all the ppearing fermionic
fluctuations on equal footing.
B. Pure next-nearest-neighbor interaction V2
Next, we study a pure next-nearest-neighbor interac-
tion V2 ≠ 0 term and setting U = V1 = 0 as this interaction
was suggested to trigger the topological Mott insulator
state. Again, for small values of V2, the semi-metallic
behavior fr m the single-particle picture is stable against
interactions. Beyond a critical value of V2,c ≈ 0.7 t, we ob-
serve an interaction-driven instability with a sharp mo-
mentum structure, cf. Fig. 4. This indicates a quantum
phase transition from the semi-metallic state to an or-
dered ground state with a charge ordering pattern. Ex-
plicitly, the sharp momentum structure can be cast into
an e↵ective interaction Hamiltonian of the form,
H∗CM = − 1N ￿o,o′ Voo′✏o✏o′ ￿NoQNo′−Q +No−QNo′Q￿ , (8)
again with Voo′ > 0, ✏a = +1 and ✏b = −1. The den-
sity operator reads Noq = ∑k c†o,k+qco,k. Importantly, the
e↵ective Hamiltonian, Eq. (8), exhibits a finite transfer
momentum Q ≈ K −K′. In real space, the structure of
H∗CM corresponds to a infinitely-ranged interaction fea-
turing a modulation with wavevectorQ. This state is the
analogue to the charge-modulated state that has been
discussed in detail for the case of spinless fermions and
has previously also been found in the context of honey-
comb bi- and trilayer lattices where it was dubbed the
CDW3 state
21,22. The corresponding ground state en-
ergy is minimiz by th finite compl x order param -
ter ￿NQ￿ = ✏o oei↵ with phase fac r ↵ yielding a den-
sity modulati n ∼ cos (Q ⋅R + ↵) the lattice sites. A
cha ge of ↵ redistributes the charges on the half-filled lat-
tice and at ↵ = n⇡￿3, n ∈ Z the ground state is minimized
by ope ing a gap. The range of interaction strengths V2
where we find the instability to the CM state extends up
to V2 ≈ 4.0 t. This interaction strength, however, already
lies in a regime, where the weak-coupling approximation
can be expected to break down as the initial interaction
has components that are larger than the bandwidth of
the non-interacting system D = 6t.
We further note that at large V2 ￿ 4.0 we also find
an instability towards the interaction-driven QSH, cf.
Ref. 1, with an e↵ective Hamiltonian,
H∗QSH = − 1N ￿o,o′ Vo,o′✏o✏o′ ￿Sof,q=0 ⋅ ￿So′f,q=0 (9)
FIG. 4: Vertex signature for the CM or CDW3 instability.
Left and middle panel: E↵ective coupling in units of t as a
function of the incoming patch indices ⇡(￿k1) (vertical) and
⇡(￿k2) (horizontal) with the third patch index ⇡(￿k3) fixed at
the patch point with Na = 1 in the left lower corner of the
BZ, cf. Fig. 2. For simplicity, the vertex structure is only
shown for patch points on the second ring. The two vertex
pictures correspond to di↵erent orbital combinations of in-
and outgoing momenta. On the left: o1 = o2 = o3 = o4. In
the middle: o1 = o3 ≠ o2 = o4. The calculations were per-
formed with Na = 6 and Nr = 4. The large components in
this interaction vertex are used to extract the e↵ective form
of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (8). Right panel: Qualitative
charge distribution of the CM mean-field state for ↵ = ⇡￿3.
where ￿Sof,q=0 = 12 ∑ , ′,k f(k)c†k+q,o, ￿  , ′ck,o, ′ with
the f -wave form factor f(k) = sin(√3akx) −
2sin(√3akx
2
)cos(3aky
2
). At moderate V2, however, this in-
stability only shows up as an artefact of an insu cient
momentum resolution of the BZ, e.g., by restricting the
multi-patch scheme to a single patch ring close to the
Dirac points. We interpret this finding as an indication
for the absence of the QSH state from the phase dia-
gram upon inclusion of su ciently momentum-resolved
fermionic quantum fluctuations.
C. Interplay of short-range repulsions
In the next step, we explore the leading instabilities as
a function of independently varied interaction parameters
U,V1 and V2, cf. Eq. (3). To this end, we note that a
dominating nearest-neighbor interaction V1 is known to
trigger a conventional charge density wave (CDW) be-
yond a critical V1,c which we find to be V1,c ≈ 0.3 t. For
V1 > V1,c, we observe the CDW instability which can be
cast into the e↵ective Hamiltonian
H∗CDW = − 1N ￿o,o′ Voo′✏o✏o′Noq=0No′q=0 , (10)
with the same conventions as above.
In Fig. 5, we show the tentative phase diagrams de-
pending on the short-ranged interaction parameters V1
and V2 for four choices of the onsite interaction U￿t ∈{0,1,2,3}. We see that for U ￿ 2t, the phase diagram
is completely dominated by the semi-metallic, CDW and
CDW3 states. Interestingly, for increasing U the critical
value V2,c(U ≠ 0) is shifted towards larger values indi-
cating a competition between the SDW and the CDW3
correlations, cf. the panels for U￿t = 1 and U￿t = 2 in
FIG. 4: Verte i f r the CM or CDW3 instability.
Left and id l ff ctive coupling in units of t as a
function of t i tch indices pi(k⃗1) (vertical) and
pi(k⃗2) (horizo t l t ird patch index pi(k⃗3) fixed at
the patch poi t i in the left lower corner of the
BZ, cf. Fig. 2. r si licit , the vertex structure is only
shown for patch points on the second ring. The two vertex
pictures correspond to different sublattice co binations of in-
and outgoing momenta. On the left: o1 = o2 = o3 = o4. In the
middle: o1 = o3 ≠ o2 = o4. The calculations were performed
with Na = 6 and Nr = 4. The large components in this in-
teraction vertex are used to extract the effective form of the
Hamiltonian given in Eq. (8). Right panel: Qualitative charge
distribution of the CM mean-field state for α = pi/3.
sitivity of quantitative results to the momentum resolu-
tion. Further, the TUfRG employs a different regular-
ization sch me – the Ω scheme42 – which can also be
expected to have an impact on quantitative findings. For
our present purposes, we therefore consider the multi-
patch fRG employed here as a tool to qualitatively detect
the leading instability of a correlated fermion system in
an unbiased way as it treats all the appearing fermionic
fluctuations on equal footing within a infinite-order re-
summation of all fermionic 1-loop diagrams.
B. Pure next-nearest-neighbor interaction V2
Next, we study a pure next-nearest-neighbor interac-
tion V2 ≠ 0 term and setting U = V1 = 0 as this interaction
was suggested to trigg r the topological Mott insulator
state. Again, for small values of V2, the semi-metallic
behavior from the single-particle picture is stable against
interactions. Beyond a critical value of V2,c ≈ 0.7 t, we ob-
serve an interaction-driven instability with a sharp mo-
mentum structure, cf. Fig. 4. This indicates a quantum
phase transition from the semi-metallic state to an or-
dered ground state with a charge ordering pattern. Ex-
plicitly, the sharp momentum structure can be cast into
an effective interaction Hamiltonian of the form,
H∗CM = − 1N ∑o,o′ Voo′oo′ (NoQNo′−Q +No−QNo′Q) , (8)
again with Voo′ > 0, a = +1 and b = −1. The density op-
erator reads Noq = ∑k,σ,σ′ c†k+q,o,σck,o,σ′ . Importantly, the
effective Hamiltonian, Eq. (8), exhibits a finite transfer
momentum Q ≈ K −K′. In real space, the structure of
H∗CM corresponds to a infinitely-ranged interaction fea-
turing a modulation with wavevector Q. This state is the
6FIG. 5: Tentative phase diagrams for spin-1/2 fermions on the honeycomb lattice at half-filling as a function of the short-range
repulsions U,V1 and V2 in units of the hopping amplitude t. The different panels show different values of the onsite interaction
U/t = 0, U/t = 1, U/t = 2 and U/t = 3. The numerical evaluation of the multi-patch RG flow equations was performed with
a high-definition patching resolution of Na = 6 and Nr = 4 corresponding to a total number of 144 patches in the BZ. In the
region marked with N/A, where different ordering patterns or the semi-metallic state meet, a clear identification of the leading
instability was not possible as the vertex close to Λc did not show one clear signature but rather a mix of various instabilities.
analogue to the charge-modulated state that has been
discussed in detail for the case of spinless fermions and
has previously also been found in the context of honey-
comb bi- and trilayer lattices where it was dubbed the
CDW3 state
43–45. The corresponding ground state en-
ergy is minimized by the finite complex order parame-
ter ⟨NQ⟩ = o∆oeiα with phase factor α yielding a den-
sity modulation ∼ cos (Q ⋅R + α) on the lattice sites. A
change of α redistributes the charges on the half-filled lat-
tice and at α = npi/3, n ∈ Z the ground state is minimized
by opening a gap, cf. Fig. 4 for a pictorial representation.
The range of interaction strengths V2 where we find the
instability to the CM state extends up to V2 ≈ 4.0 t. This
interaction strength, however, already lies in a regime,
where the weak-coupling approximation can be expected
to break down as the initial interaction has components
that are larger than the bandwidth of the non-interacting
system D = 6t.
We further note that at large V2 ≳ 4.0 we also find
an instability towards the interaction-driven QSH, cf.
Ref. 4, with an effective Hamiltonian,
H∗QSH = − 1N ∑o,o′ Vo,o′oo′ S⃗of,q=0 ⋅ S⃗o′f,q=0 (9)
where S⃗of,q = 12 ∑σ,σ′,k f(k)c†k+q,o,σσ⃗σ,σ′ck,o,σ′ with
the f -wave form factor f(k) = sin(√3akx) −
2sin(√3akx
2
)cos( 3aky
2
). At moderate V2, however, this in-
stability only shows up as an artefact of an insufficient
momentum resolution of the BZ, e.g., by restricting the
multi-patch scheme to a single patch ring close to the
Dirac points. We interpret this finding as an indication
for the absence of the QSH state from the phase dia-
gram upon inclusion of sufficiently momentum-resolved
fermionic quantum fluctuations.
C. Interplay of short-range repulsions
In the next step, we explore the leading instabilities as
a function of independently varied interaction parameters
U,V1 and V2, cf. Eq. (3). To this end, we note that a
dominating nearest-neighbor interaction V1 is known to
trigger a conventional charge density wave (CDW) be-
yond a critical V1,c which we find to be V1,c ≈ 0.3 t. We
note, that this is close to the critical value obtained from
Monte Carlo methods46. This might point to a weak in-
fluence of collective fluctuations close to the phase transi-
tion, in accord with the expectation that collective fluc-
tuation effects are less pronounced in the spontaneous
breaking of a discrete symmetry. For V1 > V1,c, we ob-
serve the CDW instability that can be cast into the ef-
fective Hamiltonian
H∗CDW = − 1N ∑o,o′ Voo′oo′Noq=0No′q=0 , (10)
with the same conventions for Voo′ , o and Noq as above.
This corresponds to a infinitely ranged density-density
interaction on the lattice with a sublattice modulation
on the A and B sublattices representing a conventional
CDW where, e.g., sublattice A is occupied and B is
empty or vice versa.
The resulting tentative phase diagrams are shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of the short-ranged interaction pa-
rameters V1 and V2 for four choices of the onsite inter-
action U/t ∈ {0,1,2,3}. Most importantly, we see that
for U ≲ 2t, the phase diagram is completely dominated
by the semi-metallic state, the CDW state and the CM
state. Interestingly, for increasing U the critical value
V2,c(U ≠ 0) is shifted towards larger values indicating a
competition between the spin-density wave correlations
and the CM correlations, see the panels for U/t = 1 and
U/t = 2 in Fig. 5. On the other hand, despite enhanced
correlations in the spin channel which support the for-
mation of the QSH state, we do not find an indication
for a stabilization of the QSH state as the leading in-
7stability due to finite onsite interactions. In fact, in the
region of larger V2, the correlations in the charge chan-
nel are always dominant and the CM state turns out to
be the leading instability. For the largest onsite inter-
action we have explored, i.e. U = 3 t, the SDW state
reemerges as an instability for small V1, V2. Also here,
we do not observe a stabilization effect of the topological
QSH state due to the onsite interaction for any choice
of interaction parameters U,V1, V2 which is in qualitative
agreement with the related study in Ref. 41. We note,
however, that our critical scales and interaction parame-
ters turn out different due to the different wavevector res-
olution and regularization scheme. In contrast to Ref. 41,
we do not find a strong suppression of the critical scale
at the transition between the SDW state and the CM
state to give rise to an intermediate semi-metallic region.
Within our data, however, we can support the statement
of a competition between the ordered states due to the
increase of the critical value V2,c(U ≠ 0) to larger values.
Graphene parameters. In the setup above the short
range repulsion parameters U,V1, V2 are completely in-
dependent of each other. In a real material electrons in-
teract via a (screened) Coulomb potential which leads
to a hierarchy in strength of the parameters. Using
ab initio calculations for graphene’s interaction parame-
ters within the constrained random phase approximation
from Ref. 47, we can provide an estimate for the leading
instability for graphene-like systems as a result of short-
ranged interaction potentials. Explicitly, these parame-
ters read {U/t, V1/t, V2/t} = {3.3,2.0,1.5} in units of the
hopping amplitude t ≈ 2.8 eV. To account for the overes-
timation of fermionic fluctuations within our approach,
cf. IV A, we consider variations in the absolute scale of
the ab initio parameters, maintaining the shape of the
potential, i.e. {U/t, V1/t, V2/t} → α{U/t, V1/t, V2/t} with
α ∈ [0,1]. For α < αc ≈ 0.75, we do not observe indica-
tions for a flow towards strong coupling as all the vertex
components remain finite during the flow for Λ → 0. This
indicates that the system remains in the semi-metallic
state. In case α > αc the flow develops an instability
towards the antiferromagnetic SDW as given in Eq. (7).
No other instabilities occur for this choice of parameters.
Further, to account for possible modifications of
graphene and graphene-like systems affecting the inter-
actions between the electrons, we studied variations of
the shape of the screened Coulomb potential in terms of
the short-range parameters. Therefore, we choose an ad
hoc shape of the potential, reading
U(r) = U0√
1 + ( r/a)2 , (11)
with the lattice constant a and U0 = U(r = 0) as the
strength of the onsite repulsion. The parameter  serves
as the screening parameter and in the following we vary
U0 and . For this choice of the potential, the ab initio
short-range parameters U/t, V1/t and V2/t from Ref. 47
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FIG. 6: Tentative phase diagram for the different sets of short-
ranged interaction parameters U,V1, V2 following a Coulomb-
inspired shape of the interaction potential, Eq. (11), with on-
site repulsion strength U0 and screening parameter . Again,
we evaluate the flow equations with a patching resolution
of 144 patches in the BZ.
are approximately reproduced by U0/t ≈ 3.3 and  ≈ 1.35.
We note, that we use the suggested form of the potential
only for the three short-range interaction parameters and
no further interaction terms with Vn, n > 3 are taken into
account in our calculation to account for the finite mo-
mentum resolution of the Brillouin zone. The tentative
phase diagram is presented in Fig. 6. Again, the Quan-
tum Spin Hall state is absent, but we find the SDW and
CM states next to the semi-metallic phase.
V. CONCLUSION
We studied interacting spin-1/2 fermions on the hon-
eycomb lattice with repulsive onsite, nearest- and next-
nearest neighbor interactions via the functional renor-
malization group (fRG) for correlated fermions with a fo-
cus on the detection of a possible interaction-driven topo-
logical Quantum Spin Hall state. This was motivated
through recent studies of interacting spinless fermions by
means of exact diagonalization, the infinite density ma-
trix renormalization group and the fRG that supported
the suppression of a topological Mott insulating phase
in the whole phase diagram of interaction parameters.
Based on the findings in Ref. 14, we used a refined multi-
patch RG scheme where fluctuations further from the
Fermi surface are considered to overcome the residual in-
fluence of an insufficient wavevector dependence on the
leading instability in the renormalization group flow.
Here, we complemented these previous studies by
investigating the physically relevant case of spin-1/2
fermions additionally featuring onsite interactions which
can potentially have an enhancing effect on the corre-
lations in the spin channel supporting the topological
QSH state. For dominating next-nearest neighbor in-
teractions, however, our fRG results favor ordering ten-
dencies towards a charge-modulated ground state over
the topological Mott insulating state in agreement with
the spinless case. Further, our results are in qualitative
agreement with a recent related fRG study41 concerning
8the absence of the topological Mott insulator state in the
phase diagram and the appearance of charge-modulated
states in the large V2 regime. On the other hand, we
do not find any sign for an incommensurable charge-
modulated state reported in Ref. 41. This would require
a much higher wavevector resolution. This is beyond the
applicability of the present multi-patch approach as it
requires a much higher numerical cost.
To summarize, an independent variation of the inter-
action parameters for the onsite, nearest-neighbor and
next-nearest-neighbor repulsions does not reveal any spot
in the tentative weak-coupling phase diagram, where the
interaction-driven QSH state represents the leading in-
stability. Also, for interaction profiles inspired by ab ini-
tio parameters for graphene no indication for an topo-
logical Mott insulator state is found. Instead, we iden-
tified large parts of the phase diagram where a charge-
modulated density wave order is the leading instability
and we have found evidence for a competition between
the spin correlations and the charge correlations.
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Appendix A: fRG flow equations
The connected correlation functions of a system of in-
teracting fermions are given by the generating functional
for the fully connected correlation functions48,
G[η¯, η] = − ln∫ DψDψ¯ e−S[ψ¯,ψ]+(η¯,ψ)+(ψ¯,η) . (A1)
In the fRG approach28–30, we consider the generating
functional for the one-particle irreducible (1PI) corre-
lation functions or effective action Γ[ψ, ψ¯] = (η¯, ψ) +(ψ¯, η) + G[η¯, η], which is the Legendre transform G[η¯, η]
and the field arguments in Γ are given by ψ = −∂G/∂η¯
and ψ¯ = ∂G/∂η. Note that we use ψ for both, the fields
in the micrscopic action as well as for the field arguments
of the effective action for notational convenience.
The modification of the microscopic action by means
of the regulator function, cf. Eq. (5), in the action en-
tering the functional integral yields the scale-dependent
effective action ΓΛ. The functional flow equation for this
version of the effective action is obtained upon the vari-
ation of ΓΛ with respect to Λ and reads
∂
∂Λ
ΓΛ[ψ¯, ψ] = − (ψ¯, G˙−10 ψ)
− 1
2
Tr((G˙Λ0 )−1 (Γ(2)Λ[ψ¯, ψ])−1) , (A2)
where (G0
Λ)−1 = diag((GΛ0 )−1, (GΛt0 )−1) and
Γ(2)Λ[ψ¯, ψ] = ⎛⎝ ∂
2ΓΛ
∂ψ¯∂ψ
∂2ΓΛ
∂ψ¯∂ψ¯
∂2ΓΛ
∂ψ∂ψ
∂2ΓΛ
∂ψ∂ψ¯
⎞⎠ . (A3)
The initial condition at the scale ΛUV reads Γ
Λ
UV = S,
where ΛUV is typically chosen as the bandwidth of the
model. In the limit Λ → 0 one successively integrates out
all fermionic fluctuations and obtains the full quantum
effective action.
Appendix B: Truncation and approximations
We expand the effective action ΓΛ in fields,
ΓΛ[ψ, ψ¯] = ∞∑
i=0
(−1)i(i!)2 ∑k1,...ki
k′1,...k′i
Γ(2i)Λ(k′1, ...k′i, k1, ...ki)
× ψ¯(k′1)...ψ¯(k′i)ψ(ki)...ψ(k1) , (B1)
and insert it into the flow equation (A2). Then one ob-
tains an infinite hierarchy of flow equations for the 1PI
vertex functions. To use these equations in applications
and integrate the flow equations numerically one has to
truncate the tower of equations at a certain level and em-
ploy approximations. For our analysis we follow the RG-
scale dependence of the two-particle interaction Γ(4)Λ
only, which carries spin indices σi and a multi-index k
gathering Matsubara frequencies ω as well as wavevectors
k and the band index b. For our spin-rotation invariant
system, we can write the two-particle interaction as
Γ(4)Λσ1,σ2,σ3,σ4 = V Λδσ1σ3δσ2σ4 − V Λδσ1σ4δσ2σ3 , (B2)
where we have suppressed the ki and introduced the ef-
fective interaction vertex V Λ = V Λ(k1, k2, k3, b4).
Appendix C: Flow of the effective interaction vertex
The flow equation for the vertex is given in Eq. (6) and
the particle-particle channel the explicitely reads
φpp =∑∫ V Λ(k1, k2, k, b′)LΛ(k, qpp)V Λ(k, qpp, k3, b4)
(C1)
with ∑∫ = −A−1BZT ∑ω ∫ d2k∑b,b′ . The direct and crossed
particle-hole channels are given by
φph,d =∑∫ [−2V Λ(k1, k, k3, b′)LΛ(k, qd)V Λ(qd, k2, k, b4)+ V Λ(k, k1, k3, b′)LΛ(k, qd)V Λ(qd, k2, k, b4)+ V Λ(k1, k, k3, b′)LΛ(k, qd)V Λ(k2, qd, k, b4)] ,
(C2)
φph,cr =∑∫ V Λ(k, k2, k3, b′)LΛ(k, qcr)V Λ(k1, qcr, k, b4) ,
(C3)
and we define qpp = −k + k1 + k2, qd = k + k1 − k3 and
qcr = k+k2−k3. ABZ denotes the are of the first Brillouin
zone and the loop kernel reads
LΛ(k, k′) = d
dΛ
[GΛ0 (k)GΛ0 (k′)] (C4)
with the free propagator G0 due to the neglect of the
self-energy.
9Appendix D: Flow with temperature cutoff
Instead of the momentum cutoff, cf. Eq. (5), the tem-
perature T can also serve as a flow parameter35. In this
scheme, the complete temperature dependence is shifted
into the quadratic part of the action by rescaling the
fields providing a modified regularized propagator,
G0(ωn,k, b)→ GT0 (ωn,k, b) = T 1/2iωn − ξb(k) . (D1)
The structure of the flow equations, Eqs. (C1), (C2) and
(C3), remains the same, for details see Ref. 35. We used
the temperature cutoff scheme to test the reliability of
our results upon variation of the cutoff procedure. Our
results are stable with respect to variations of the regu-
lator scheme.
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